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ABSTRACT: Objective: CaMM-Db has been developed to manage the molecular marker information on Chondrus 
crispus (carragheen) and to make it accessible to the biological community. The database contains derived microsatellites 
and SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms) from carragheen genomic sequences. The purpose for which carragheen is 
used, is also achieved by other Indian red seaweeds like, Gracilaria and Hypnea species. Except carragheen, the genome 
sequences of none of the red seaweeds are available in public domain. Thus, an insight into carragheen genome will help 
enable the biotechnologists to work on carragheen and the other red seaweeds.  
Methods: Keeping the above in view, CaMM-Db was developed using the carragheen genomic sequences from the 
databases of National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) for microsatellite determination and SNP discovery. 
Till date, no SNPs for Chondrus crispus are submitted to NCBI, thus, here an attempt has been made to discover SNPs 
from carragheen genomic sequences.  
Results: This database provides information on different types motifs categorized based on different properties. The 
database is further integrated with Primer3 to facilitate the generation of suitable primers of interest for wet lab 
experimentation.  
Conclusion: As it is the first database on the molecular markers in carragheen genome, it can be used as a valuable 
resource for the scholars indulged in genetic research on carragheen and other Indian seaweeds. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Red seaweed or Chondrus crispus (commonly called carragheen) is widely available in coastal ecosystems and commonly 
called as Irish moss or carragheen moss. It is found in abundance along the Atlantic coast of Europe and North America. It 
is economically important as food as well as a source of gelling agent. It is used as one of the important industrial source 
of the carrageenan in the ice cream and food processing industries for thickening and stabilizing purposes. In different 
parts of the world it has different industrial applications. Though the cultivation of Chondrus crispus is rare in India, but 
similar seaweeds like Gracilaria and Hypnea species are used for the same purpose (Baghel RS et al, 2010, Gupta RS, Desa 
E. 2001,  Valderrama D et  al, 2013) in the country. Till date the genome of any Indian red seaweed is not available in public 
domain and Chondrus crispus is the only species of red seaweed sequenced till date. Thus, the genome of Chondrus 
crispus will give insights into various biological and metabolic systems of marine red algae along with its adaptations to 
the marine environment (Collen J et al, 2013).  
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Its genome size is 105 Mb with 9606 coding genes on a single chromosome. Chondrus crispus is investigated scientifically 
for the study of various stress responses, photosynthesis mechanisms in algae and also for the metabolic process like 
carrageenan biosynthesis. Although, its genome is publically available, unfortunately, the genomic sequences have 
received a little attention by the researchers. 
Study of its genes and genome may open a new vista of research by providing new insights into the complex evolutionary 
forces that shape the eukaryotic genomes at molecular level. Further, the identification and study of molecular markers 
from genomic sequences will provide initial input and impetus to study its genes and genome for further applications.  
The molecular markers are the short DNA sequences that include both Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) and multi-
base pair variations. An SNP is variation of a single nucleotide (A, T, C or G) in the genomic sequence that differs among 
members of a biological species or paired chromosomes.  
SNPs are quite useful in many areas of biological research especially in Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) as 
high-resolution markers for mapping the genes related to diseases or normal traits. SNPs without an observable impact on 
the phenotype are still useful as genetic markers in GWAS, because of their quantity and the stable inheritance over 
generations (Thomas PE et al, 2011). 
Microsatellites are one of important molecular markers having high mutation rate that generate and maintain extensive 
length polymorphisms (Tautz D, Renz M. (1984). This property of microsatellite, makes it a powerful genetic marker for a 
variety of applications such as population genetics, genetic linkage mapping, parentage assignment, molecular breeding 
and allele mining etc. (Jarne P, Lagoda PJ. 1996, Bruford MW, Wayne RK. 1993). Also, it is evenly dispersed throughout 
eukaryotic genomes (Sarika, Arora V et al, 2012). 
In the present study, two types of molecular markers are identified from carragheen genomic sequencesi.e, microsatellites 
and SNPs. The microsatellites or Simple Sequence Repeats (SSRs) were identified by taking ESTs, complete genes and 
contig sequences of carragheen from NCBI whereas SNPs were identified using only the available EST sequences. In 
addition, a molecular marker database (CaMM-Db) was also developed including the information on the derived 
microsatellites and SNPs. CaMM-Db is a unique database which provides information on the type of SSR repeats, simple 
and compound microsatellites, along with the characteristic of repeats like size, region and pattern etc. It is expected that 
this database will be a valuable resource for the biological community in many aspects of carragheen genetic research 
world-wide. (Benson DA et al, 2012). 

 
DATA SOURCE 
Genomic sequences of Chondrus crispus were downloaded from NCBI (Benson DA et al, 2012) in FASTA format. The 
microsatellite markers were identified using MIcroSAtellite tool (MISA) (http://pgrc.ipk-gatersleben.de/misa/). The output 
of MISA was processed using PERL scripts (http://pgrc.ipk-gatersleben.de/misa/download/) to identify the molecular 
markers and other metadata from the output files. Further the processed information was populated in the database 
according to the database schema. Besides, EST sequences were also used for SNP discovery. 
 
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF DATABASE 
In order to design the database, MySQL (version 5.5.16) was used. Tables were created and relationships among tables 
were established using normalization concepts. The unique, primary and foreign keys were created based on the third 
normal form of the database.  
Tables were designed to store information about microsatellites and SNPs with detailed molecular information. The repeats 
of all microsatellites sequences (obtained using the repeat analysis program of ‘MISA’) were also updated in the 
corresponding tables. The detailed workflow for the development of the database is shown in Figure 1. 
Four different tables for ESTs, Contigs, Genes and SNPs were designed. The SNP table has 6 attributes viz., snp_id, est_id, 
position, allele, left and right flanking sequences. Rest three tables have 12 attributes i.e., accession, contig id, repeat type, 
motif sequence, motif type, length, size, start and end coordinates, left and right flanking sequences and SSR sequences. 
These four tables together constitute the CaMM-Db. 
 
WEB INTERFACE 
Multi-user web application is provided by WAMP server that allows creating web applications with Apache 2 server, PHP 
(Hypertext Pre Processors, version 5.4) script and MySQL database.  
The database tier is provided by the MySQL (version 5.5.16) whereas web interface was developed by using HTML 
(Hypertext Mark-up Language) and PHP. Further, Java Script was used for client side validations. The Web interface is 
equipped with different tools for searching, viewing and analyzing these molecular markers (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Architecture and data flow representation in ‘CaMM-Db’. 

 
IDENTIFICATION OF SNP’S 
Generally, SNPs found in non-coding and junk region of the genome are not of much importance. However, their presence 
in coding regions having non-synonymous nature are vital from structural and functional view point as these are expected 
to contribute to the phenotype of the organism. Presently, number of SNPs detected from the expressed region of the 
carragheen genome is negligible. Therefore, an in silico approach has been followed in this study to detect the possible 
SNPs from expressed region of the carragheen genome.  
Initially, a total of 4120 EST sequences were downloaded from NCBI (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). In order to cluster these 
sequences based on identities, all the sequences were submitted to the CD-hit suite (http://weizhong-lab.ucsd.edu/ 
cdhit_suite/cgi-bin/index.cgi?cmd=cd-hit-est) (Huang Y et al, 2010). The clusters were then made based on ten different 
levels of identities (90-99%) with the expectation that almost similar kind of sequences will be clustered together. Further, 
sequences in each cluster (with minimum of ten sequences) were independently aligned with Mega 6 software (Tamura K et 
al, 2013). 
The output of Mega has been analysed through a developed PERL script for the identification of nucleotide position where, 
the occurrences of two different alleles is more than 35%. Again, these positions were checked for all the levels of 
identities and the positions with similar kind of allelic variations at all the levels of identities were considered as putative 
SNPs. Besides, with the help of another Perl script the EST IDs, SNP positions, alleles and flanking sequences were 
extracted and uploaded in the suitable tables of the database. 
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Figure 2.Homepage of CaMM-Db. 

INFORMATION CONTENT OF THE DATABASE 
CaMM-Db can be accessed to extract microsatellites based on motif type (mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, penta- and hexamer), 
repeat motif and repeat kind (simple and compound) (Figure 3a). The ease of data search will enable researcher to select 
markers of their choice at desired region on a chromosome which may be coding or non-coding. Each sequence ID is 
linked to the main source i.e., NCBI. The system also provides information about the length of the SSR, start and end 
coordinates on the sequence and the complete SSR sequence (Figure 3b). 
The database is further integrated with Primer3 for generation of suitable primers for wet lab experimentation. After 
selecting desired SSR markers based on customized search, the desired marker can be further processed for primer 
designing. The user may go for primer designing with default parameters as provided in this system or modify according to 
his requirement.  
The flanking regions from both sides of the markers can be selected ranging from 100bp to 500bp (Figure 3c). The output 
of the system gives five best primers along with the melting temperature, product size and GC content (Figure 3d). 
A total number of 1900 putative SNPs were identified from the expressed region of the genome. Out of which 580, 502, 
462 and 356 were [-/G], [-/C], [-/A] and [-/T] type of indels respectively. The web interface for SNP search facilitates the 
user to search the SNPs based on SNP type and its position on a particular EST sequence. Figure 4 shows the result page of 
SNP search.  
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Figure 3. The web layout for SSR analysis and primer design of ‘CaMM-Db’ (a) search page 

for SSR mining (b) repeat analysis output (c) detail property of desired Primer and 
(d) SSR specific primer design output. 
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Figure 4. SNP analysis result of CaMM-Db. 

 
UTILITY OF THE DATABASE 
CaMM-Db stores 18660 SSR records of three types of the genomic sequences of carragheen genome (Table 1). This 
database would be of great help for researchers working on algal genomes, focusing mainly on molecular markers studies 
as Chondrus crispus is considered as model species for seaweed research. This also incorporates primer designing tool 
which facilitate the identification of polymorphism within the population. These studies lead to better understanding of 
functional importance of microsatellite makers. 
 

Table-1: Details of the SSRs mined. 

  EST Complete Genes Contigs 
Monomer 87 6721 3174 
Dimer 44 2766 1163 
Trimer 45 2095 875 
Tetramer 0 112 40 
Pentamer 0 102 44 
Hexamer 2 182 56 
Compound SSR 19 789 344 
Total 197 12767 5696 

 
SNPs are good genetic markers due to their low heterozygosity, whereas microsatellites are good markers for studies of 
genetic linkage as they have a high heterozygosity (Miller JM et al, 2014). The high chance of mutability of microsatellites 
becomes a problem while considering allelic associations within populations. In contrast, due to low heterozygosity, SNPs 
offer a better chance of identifying marker-marker or marker-phenotype linkage disequilibrium. SNPs are also widely used 
in GWAS studies to establish the linkage between genetic variation and phenotypic traits (Stranger BE et al, 2011).  
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ANALYSIS OF CARRAGHEEN GENOMIC SEQUENCES 
The complete data available in NCBI was analysed to get an overview of the carragheen genome. It was observed that 
almost 90% SSR markers were of simple type in all the three types of nucleotide sequences and rest of SSRs belongs to 
the compound type (Figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5. Distribution of SSR marker types. 

 
Also, the monomer repeat type was found to be pre-dominant in all three sequence types followed by dimer (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6. Distribution of SSR repeat types. 

 The distribution of monomer repeat types i.e., A/T or G/C (Figure 7) and dimer repeat types i.e., AT/TA, AG/GA/CT/TC, 
AC/CA/TG/GT and GC/CG (Figure 8) is calculated in all three sequence types. 

 
Figure 7. Monomer distribution of SSR. 
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Figure 8. SSR Dimer distribution. 

CONCLUSION 

CaMM-Db is a database of molecular markers from carragheen genome containing 18,660 SSR markers and 12,512 
putative SNPs. This database is expected to help the community of algal researcher. It provides valuable genomic 
information on carragheen at a single platform depending on what type of sequence need to be examined viz., EST, genes 
or Contigs. The study also presents the frequent occurrence of a particular microsatellite repeat in Carragheen to discover 
new possibilities of research in these repeats.  
SNPs analysed could be used for genome wide association studies as high-resolution markers in gene mapping related to 
diseases or normal traits. SNPs can provide powerful contributions to the population genetics studies to probe the 
evolutionary history of populations in unprecedented detail. This repository along with the included primer designing tool 
can play a key role in cutting edge areas of research by assisting with marker selection, linkage mapping, population 
genetics, evolutionary studies, genetic relatedness among the species and genetic improvement programmes of important 
Indian red seaweeds. 
 
AVAILABILITY AND REQUIREMENT 
CaMM-Db is freely available at URL http://webapp.cabgrid.res.in/carragheen/ for research and academic use. 
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